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For Immediate Release:
Pinelands Commission launches new, greatly enhanced website
Site showcases the Pinelands, improves communication with the public
NEW LISBON, N.J., May 4, 2015 – The Pinelands Commission has launched a new, greatly
enhanced website that will heighten awareness of the Pinelands while improving communication
with the public.
Commission staff created the new website (http://www.nj.gov/pinelands) with designers and
programmers from the New Jersey Office of Information Technology (OIT). The site went live
today.
“Our website is a critical tool for interacting with the public, and we recognized the need to
improve it,” said Nancy Wittenberg, the Commission’s Executive Director. “The Commission’s
staff spent months scouring through hundreds of pages of information while updating the
website. The results of their efforts are clear. It is vastly easier to find information on the new
site. The site dramatically enhances our ability to communicate with applicants and other
members of the public, while also showcasing the region’s ecological treasures. Both are vital for
the future protection of the Pinelands.”
Prior to building the new website, Commission staff conducted an online survey to ask
applicants, officials, residents and other members of the public about what they like or dislike
about the agency’s old site. The public requested that the new site be reorganized to make it
easier to find information. They also wanted meeting dates to be displayed more prominently,
and they wanted a better mechanism to submit written comments or questions.
“The new site was specifically designed to satisfy the public’s requests,” Wittenberg said.
The Commission last redesigned its website in 2005.
Three versions of the website have been created: one formatted for use on desktop computers, as
well as versions that are formatted for use on cellphones and tablets.
The new site features a slideshow of Pinelands plants, animals and landscape scenes that rotate at
the top of the page. The slideshow images will be swapped out twice per season, and a total of 56
different images will be displayed throughout the year.
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Website users can now use place their cursor over each main topical section, prompting all of the
subsections and/or documents to drop down. The feature enables users to access those
subsections and other documents with one click of a mouse. For example, meeting agendas and
the online version of the Comprehensive Management Plan (CMP) can now be downloaded
directly from the Home page. Previously, it took several clicks to access those documents.
(Please see the photo on page 4 for an illustration.)
The new site also includes a new Image/Video library with nearly 200 high-resolution, digital
photos of Pinelands agriculture, animals, history, landscape and plants. All of the photos were
taken by Commission staff.
New form-based e-mail systems have been created for the public to submit formal, written
comments on various matters, such as pending resolutions or proposed amendments to the CMP.
The public can also use the form-based e-mail system to send questions or comments regarding
development applications or Commission decisions.
In addition, a new Fee Calculator that applicants can use to determine their development
application fee also has been created. Applicants simply type in their proposal, such as the
number of dwelling units, and the new system calculates their fee.
Commission staff is currently working to create a new interactive mapping system that will
enable the public to view zoning, wetlands and other information by block and lot.

**** ATTENTION REPORTERS/EDITORS: High-resolution .jpeg images of the new website,
including those shown on the next two pages, can be obtained by contacting Paul Leakan at
(609) 894-7300 or info@njpines.state.nj.us.
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Above: The Home page of the Commission’s new website.
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Above: The new site allows users to place their cursor on each main topical
section, which then prompts the subsections to drop down.
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